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QUESTION 1

You just purchased the latest DELL computer, which comes pre-installed with Windows 7, McAfee antivirus software
and a host of other applications. You want to connect Ethernet wire to your cable modem and start using the computer
immediately. Windows is dangerously insecure when unpacked from the box, and there are a few things that you must
do before you use it. 

A. New installation of Windows should be patched by installing the latest service packs and hotfixes 

B. Key applications such as Adobe Acrobat, Macromedia Flash, Java, Winzip etc., must have the latest security patches
installed 

C. Install a personal firewall and lock down unused ports from connecting to your computer 

D. Install the latest signatures for Antivirus software 

E. Configure "Windows Update" to automatic 

F. Create a non-admin user with a complex password and logon to this account 

G. You can start using your computer as vendors such as DELL, HP and IBM would have already installed the latest
service packs. 

Correct Answer: 

 

QUESTION 2

A penetration tester is attempting to scan an internal corporate network from the internet without alerting the border
sensor. Which is the most efficient technique should the tester consider using? 

A. Spoofing an IP address 

B. Tunneling scan over SSH 

C. Tunneling over high port numbers 

D. Scanning using fragmented IP packets 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

You work for Acme Corporation as Sales Manager. The company has tight network security restrictions. You are trying
to steal data from the company\\'s Sales database (Sales.xls) and transfer them to your home computer. Your company
filters and monitors traffic that leaves from the internal network to the Internet. How will you achieve this without raising
suspicion? 

A. Encrypt the Sales.xls using PGP and e-mail it to your personal gmail account 

B. Package the Sales.xls using Trojan wrappers and telnet them back your home computer 
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C. You can conceal the Sales.xls database in another file like photo.jpg or other files and send it out in an innocent
looking email or file transfer using Steganography techniques 

D. Change the extension of Sales.xls to sales.txt and upload them as attachment to your hotmail account 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

You are writing security policy that hardens and prevents Footprinting attempt by Hackers. Which of the following
countermeasures will NOT be effective against this attack? 

A. Configure routers to restrict the responses to Footprinting requests 

B. Configure Web Servers to avoid information leakage and disable unwanted protocols 

C. Lock the ports with suitable Firewall configuration 

D. Use an IDS that can be configured to refuse suspicious traffic and pick up Footprinting patterns 

E. Evaluate the information before publishing it on the Website/Intranet 

F. Monitor every employee computer with Spy cameras, keyloggers and spy on them 

G. Perform Footprinting techniques and remove any sensitive information found on DMZ sites 

H. Prevent search engines from caching a Webpage and use anonymous registration services 

I. Disable directory and use split-DNS 

Correct Answer: F 

 

QUESTION 5

Ethereal works best on ____________. 

A. Switched networks 

B. Linux platforms 

C. Networks using hubs 

D. Windows platforms 

E. LAN\\'s 

Correct Answer: C 
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